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Impaired cognitive function related to intrusive memories of traumatic

experiences is the most noticeable characteristic of post-traumatic stress

disorder (PTSD); nevertheless, the brain mechanism involved in the cognitive

processing is still elusive. To improve the understanding of the neuropathology

in PTSD patients, we investigated functional cortical networks that are

based on graph theory, by using electroencephalogram (EEG). EEG signals,

elicited by an auditory oddball paradigm, were recorded from 53 PTSD

patients and 39 healthy controls (HCs). Source signals in 68 regions of

interests were estimated using EEG data for each subject using minimum-

norm estimation. Then, using source signals of each subject, time-frequency

analysis was conducted, and a functional connectivity matrix was constructed

using the imaginary part of coherence, which was used to evaluate three

global-level (strength, clustering coefficient, and path length) and two

nodal-level (strength and clustering coefficients) network indices in four

frequency bands (theta, alpha, low-beta, and high-beta). The relationships

between the network indices and symptoms were evaluated using Pearson’s

correlation. Compared with HCs, PTSD patients showed significantly reduced

spectral powers around P300 periods and significantly altered network

indices (diminished strength and clustering coefficient, and prolonged path

length) in theta frequency band. In addition, the nodal strengths and nodal

clustering coefficients in theta band of PTSD patients were significantly

reduced, compared with those of HCs, and the reduced nodal clustering

coefficients in parieto-temporo-occipital regions had negative correlations
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with the symptom scores (Impact of Event Scale-Revises, Beck Depression

Inventory, and Beck Anxiety Inventory). The characterization of this disrupted

pattern improves the understanding of the neuropathophysiology underlying

the impaired cognitive function in PTSD patients.

KEYWORDS

post-traumatic stress disorder (PSTD), electroencephalogram, cognitive function,
functional cortical networks, theta frequency band

Introduction

Patients with post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD)
generally suffer from recurrent recollection of distressing
memories related to terrifying events (intrusive memory)
and spontaneously tend to concentrate on negative thinking
(rumination) biased toward traumatic events (1–5). Both these
symptoms are distinctly presented only in PTSD patients. Due
to the distinct symptoms of intrusive memory and rumination,
PTSD patients show attention bias toward the traumatic events.
Consequently, these patients develop cognitive impairments
(4); they show lower performance in cognitive tasks, such as
working memory, than healthy controls (HCs) (1, 5). Moreover,
the impaired cognitive function in PTSD patients has been
observed in objective physiological traits investigated using
various functional neuroimaging modalities (2, 3, 6, 7).

Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) studies have
investigated the altered cognitive function in PTSD patients,
especially focusing on two regions of interests (ROIs), namely
emotion-related areas (e.g., amygdala, insula, ventral anterior
cingulate (ACC), and rostral ACC) and cognition-related areas
(e.g., hippocampus and prefrontal regions, including dorsal
ACC) (6, 8–10). In a previous study, when performing cognitive
tasks via neutral stimuli excluding emotional information,
the HCs showed significantly enhanced brain activation in
cognition-related areas (11), whereas emotion-related areas
were not significantly activated (12), meaning that the HCs
appropriately allocated neuronal resources solely to cognition-
related areas to process the cognitive tasks. However, PTSD
patients display significantly enhanced activation in both
emotion- and cognition-related areas, unlike healthy individuals
(8), and the increased brain activation in emotion-related areas
has a positive correlation with the hyper-arousal symptom of
PTSD patients (8). These results indicate that PTSD patients
allocate neuronal resources to not only cognition-related areas
but also emotion-related areas even if emotional information is
not involved in the cognitive tasks. In other words, in PTSD
patients, neuronal resources that should be solely allocated to
cognition-related areas are partially distributed to emotion-
related areas when processing cognition-related information,
leading to cognitive impairments.

Although previous fMRI studies have discovered the
distinct regional information related to the impaired
cognitive function in PTSD patients, it is not sufficient
to fully understand the neuropathological characteristics,
which has a resolution of several seconds, using fMRI
because the cognitive function is processed very fast, within
milliseconds (13, 14). To investigate the fast cognition-
related neuronal processing, electroencephalogram (EEG)
has been widely used due to its high temporal resolution
(15), and the altered cognitive function in PTSD patients
was revealed via EEG-based neurophysiological markers in
terms of functional aspects (16). In particular, PTSD patients
show a reduced amplitude of P300 event-related potential
(ERP) and prolonged P300 latency than healthy individuals
when performing cognitive oddball tasks, indicating that
PTSD patients cannot allocate the appropriate amount of
brain resources when processing cognition-related tasks
(17, 18). Moreover, disrupted P300 characteristics have
negative relationships with the psychiatric symptoms, such
as avoidance and numbing, in PTSD patients (17). Thus,
the distinct psychiatric symptoms of PTSD presumably
lead to the cognitive decline (17). However, since various
brain regions interact with each other to process cognitive
information, simple ERP-based traits, such as peak amplitudes
and latencies, are insufficient to comprehend the complex brain
processing associated with cognitive function in PTSD patients
(19). Therefore, brain network indices based on functional
connectomes can be an appropriate alternative to improve
the understanding of the neuronal mechanisms underlying
complicated cognitive functions.

Indeed, several previous studies have shown the possibility
of using brain network analysis based on graph theory to
investigate the altered cognitive functions in other mental
disorders (20–22). For example, when utilizing cognitive
functions, schizophrenia patient’s show altered functional
networks relative to those of healthy individuals, and the
disrupted brain network traits in these patients are significantly
correlated with the psychotic symptoms (20). Despite the
promising results derived from the EEG-based network
analyses, to the best of our knowledge, network analysis
has not yet been applied to the EEG data from PTSD
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patients to investigate the dynamic disease-specific cognitive
neural information.

In this study, we investigated the cortical network
characteristics of PTSD patients by using EEG data
measured during a simple cognitive task based on neutral
auditory stimulation, to extend the understanding of PTSD
neurophysiopathology in terms of the brain network. To
this end, we computed weighted network indices (strength,
clustering coefficient, and path length) by using cortical-
level time series. Moreover, we explored the relationships
between the network indices and clinical symptoms, thereby
contributing to the understanding of the cognition-related
neuropathology of PTSD.

Materials and methods

Participants

Fifty-three PTSD patients and 39 HCs were recruited for
this study from the Psychiatry Department of Inje University
Ilsan Paik Hospital. The patients had been diagnosed by a
board-certified psychiatrist according to the Diagnostic and
Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, 4th edition (DSM-
IV) Axis I Psychiatric Disorders. Patients were excluded if
they had any of the followings: (1) abnormality of the central
nervous system, (2) medical history of alcohol or drug abuse,
(3) intellectual disability, (4) history of a head injury that
resulted in loss of consciousness and experience of electrical
therapy (e.g., electroconvulsive therapy), and (5) history of a
psychotic symptom lasting for ≥24 h. For HCs, individuals
without any psychiatric medical history were recruited from the
local community through advertisements in local newspapers
and posters. If the HCs had taken any psychotropic medication
and, they were excluded from the study. This study protocol was
approved by the Institutional Review Board of Inje University
Ilsan Paik Hospital (2015-07-025) and conducted in accordance
with The Code of Ethics of the World Medical Association
(Declaration of Helsinki), and all the participants provided
written informed consent.

Evaluation of clinical symptoms

Two Psychometric tests were performed to check the
psychiatric severity of the PTSD patients and HCs as well as to
investigate the relationship between the psychiatric severity and
cortical network indices. Beck Anxiety Inventory (BAI) (23) was
used to evaluate the anxiety symptom (mild, 8–15; moderate,
16–25; and severe, 26–63) (24). Beck Depression Inventory
(BDI) (25) was used to evaluate the depressive symptom (mild,
14–19; moderate: 20–28; and severe: 29–63) (26). These two
psychiatric symptoms were evaluated for both PTSD patients

TABLE 1 Demographic data of the post-traumatic stress disorder
(PTSD) patients and healthy controls (HCs).

PTSD HCs p-value

Cases (N) 53 39

Gender (male/female) 24/29 18/21 0.521

Age (years) 42.86 ± 10.49 38.74 ± 9.05 0.777

Education (years) 13.27 ± 3.13 14.47 ± 2.15 0.413

IES-R 53.21 ± 20.80

BDI 26.58 ± 12.62 9.30 ± 5.13 0.001**

BAI 29.86 ± 15.71 5.13 ± 4.21 0.001**

The p-values represent significant differences between the two groups.
The p-values were obtained using the independent t-test for age and education, and the
chi-squared test for gender.
BDI, back’s depression inventory; BAI, back’s anxiety inventory.
**p < 0.001.

and HCs. Additionally, Impact of Event Scale-Revises (IES-R)
(27) was used to evaluate the responses to the traumatic events
experienced by the PTSD patients (mild, 0–24; moderate, 25–
39; severe, 40–59; and very severe, ≥ 60) (28, 29). The PTSD
patients experienced the following traumatic events: severe
motor-vehicle accidents (n = 46, 86.02%), physical and sexual
abuse (n = 2, 3.77%), and other accidents, such as being inside
a collapsing building and being trapped in an elevator (n = 5,
9.43%). The demographic data and psychiatric severity scores
(BAI, BDI, and IES-R) of each group are reported in Table 1.

Experimental paradigm

The stimuli used for the auditory oddball paradigm were
composed of target and standard tones with the tone frequencies
of 1,500 and 1,000 Hz, respectively. The duration of each
stimulus was set to 100 ms, and the rising and falling times were
equally set to 10 ms. Four-hundred pure tone stimuli consisting
of 15% target tones and 85% standard tones were presented in a
random order with an inter-stimulus interval of 1,500 ms. The
participants were required to press a response button whenever
target tones were presented to check their attention to the target
auditory stimuli.

Electroencephalogram recordings and
preprocessing

Electroencephalogram data were recorded with a 1–100 Hz
band-pass filter at a sampling rate of 1,000 Hz from 64
Ag/AgCl scalp electrodes evenly mounted according to the
extended international 10–20 system [NeuroScan SynAmps2
(Compumedics USA, El Paso, TX, United States); references,
both mastoids]. Since mastoid-based references may cause
distorted and spurious connections due to unwanted artifacts
introduced outside of the brain when computing functional
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connectivity, re-referencing was conducted using common
average reference (CAR). Eye-movement artifacts were removed
using established mathematical procedures (30) based on the
regression approach implemented in NeuroScan preprocessing
software, and other gross artifacts were eliminated via visual
inspection. Artifact-free EEG data were bandpass filtered using
third Butterworth IIF filter with a forward-backward zero phase
filtering process between 1 and 55 Hz and epoched between
−1 and 1 s, based on the stimuli onset, and only target epochs
were used for further analysis. The epochs were rejected if they
contained significant physiological artifacts (± 100 µV) at any
electrode (31). After performing the preprocessing steps, the
number of remaining epochs were 59 ± 2.08 for PTSD patients
and 59.05 ± 2.70 for HCs (p = 0.918), respectively, among all
60 target epochs. All other preprocessing steps, except EOG
removal, were conducted using Matlab 2019b (MathWorks).

Source estimation and time-frequency
analysis

A lead-field matrix was computed using a three-layer (inner
skull, outer skull, and scalp) boundary element method (BEM)
model which was constructed from the standard head model
(Colin 27) by using the Open MEEG toolbox (32). Note that
to estimate accurate source signals, brain areas on cerebral
cortex were only used to construct BEM model, excluding
deep brain areas such as hippocampus and amygdala. An
inverse operator was created using a weighted minimum-norm
estimation (wMNE) algorithm implemented in the Brainstorm
toolbox (33). A time series of source activities at 15,000 cortical
vertices was estimated for each epoch. After computing the
source-level time-series at each vertex, the representative source
signals at 68 ROIs based on Desikan-Kiliany atlas were estimated
using principal component analysis (34). The name of 68 ROIs
is summarized in Supplementary Table 1. After computing
source signals, time frequency analysis were performed to
investigate whether accurate source signals were estimated, for
which Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) with a single Hanning
taper (three cycles long with respect to frequency bins) was
performed for each trial (−200 to 1,000 ms based on the
stimuli onset) to compute spectral powers. The power spectrum
of each trial was then baseline normalized by subtracting the
average power of the baseline period (−200 to 0 ms) from
spectral powers of the task period (0 to 1,000 ms) and then the
differences were divided by the average power of the baseline
period to probe for changes in spectral powers before and
after stimulus onset. The baseline normalized power spectra
were then averaged over all trials, which resulted in baseline-
normalized total power. Since the data length (1 s for task
period) is too short to sufficiently cover the oscillatory activities
in delta band, this band was excluded from further analysis
(35, 36). Therefore, both total power and network analysis
were conducted for four frequency bands [theta (4–8 Hz),

alpha (8–12 Hz), low-beta (12–22 Hz), and high-beta (22–
30 Hz)], respectively.

Functional network analysis

Functional connectivity analysis was performed for network
analysis; the imaginary part of coherence (iCoh), which
implemented in FieldTrip toolbox, was computed using a
time-series of the cortical activities at each ROI. iCoh was
quantified based on spectral powers obtained using FFT with
a single Hanning taper (three cycles long with respect to
frequency bins). An iCoh matrix was evaluated between all
possible pairs of 68 ROIs and quantified for four frequency
bands. An iCoh matrix was independently computed for two
time periods, as follows: baseline (−1 to 0 s) and task period
(0 to 1 s), and the task-based iCohs were normalized by
subtracting the baseline iCohs to extract the network indices
directly related to the cognitive task. After the normalization
processing, two different adjacency matrices were quantified as
task-specific enhanced and diminished connectomes, indicating
increased (positive) and decreased (negative) connectivity’s
when performing the cognitive task, respectively, compared
with the baseline period. Because use of both positive
and negative connectomes can improve understanding of
neural mechanisms related to cognitive processing for a
complementary way, both positive and negative connectomes
were independently analyzed, respectively. In this study, an
original adjacency matrix was used to quantify network indices
without any threshold to minimize information loss between all
possible ROI pairs.

Two different types of weighted brain network indices
were calculated based on graph theory for each of the positive
and negative adjacency matrices. The first type consisted of
the following three global-level network indices that take into
account the whole-brain cortex: (1) strength (the degree of
connection strength in the network); (2) clustering coefficient
(the degree of functional segregation in the network, meaning
the clustering degree between neighboring nodes); and (3) path
length (PL, the degree of functional integration in the network,
representing the overall connectedness of the whole network)
(37). The second type consisted of two nodal (ROI)-level
network indices that focus on the characteristics of individual
brain regions—(1) strength and (2) clustering coefficient. All
the network indices were computed using Brain connectivity
Toolbox (BCT1) based on Matlab (38).

Statistical analysis

Statistical tests were performed to investigate the
significance of the difference between two groups for the

1 http://www.brain-connectivity-toolbox.net
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FIGURE 1

Averaged total power patterns of four lobes [frontal (A), parietal (B), temporal (C), and occipital lobes (D)] across all subjects and region of
interests (ROIs) included in each lobe for post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) patients and healthy controls (HCs), respectively, and the total
power differences between PTSD patients and HCs.

total power and network analysis results independently.
For multidimensional data (e.g., spectral power–4 ROIs ×

1,201 time points × 27 frequency bins; nodal-level network
indices–68 ROIs × 4 frequency bands), a cluster-based
permutation test, implemented in Fieldtrip, was performed
for correction of multiple comparisons (39). To this end, an
independent t-test was conducted for each data point (e.g.,
spectral powers–for each ROI and each time and each frequency
point), and clusters were identified based on two or more
adjacent data points corresponding to t-values with a p-value
less than 0.05. Then, a maximum t-value of each cluster was
calculated by summing of all t-values within each cluster, and
significant clusters were estimated by Monte Carlo method
with 1,000 random permutations (p < 0.025, two-tailed). For
the single-dimensional data, global-level network indices,
a critical alpha level of 0.01 was set to correct the multiple
comparison issue caused by four frequency bands, which is
less than Bonferroni corrected alpha value (0.05/4 frequency
bands = 0.0125). In addition, to investigate the relationships
between the network indices of both global-and nodal-level
network values and psychiatric-symptom scores of the PTSD
patients and HCs, respectively, the Pearson’s correlation
method was used with a permutation of 10,000 iterations
(40, 41).

Results

Total power patterns

Figure 1 represents total power pattern maps quantified
for four different brain lobes (frontal, parietal, temporal, and
occipital) by averaging all subjects of each group and ROIs
included in each lobe for each frequency band. PTSD patients
showed the significantly reduced cortical spectral powers in
theta frequency band around 300 ms for all four lobes as
compared to those of HCs (cluster-p = 0.020).

Global- and nodal-level network
indices

For global-level network indices, the significant differences
between the PTSD patients and HCs were observed when
using only the task-specific positive network indices, but there
was no significant difference in the task-specific negative
network indices between the two groups. Figure 2 represents
all statistical results of global-level network indices for both
positive and negative networks, regardless of their significances.
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FIGURE 2

Comparison of the global-level network indices (strength, clustering coefficient, and path length) in all frequency bands for each positive and
negative network between the post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) patients and healthy controls (HCs). PTSD, post-traumatic stress disorder;
HCs, healthy controls. ∗p < 0.01.

TABLE 2 All statistic results of global-level network indices for
positive network between two groups.

PTSD HCs p-value t-values DF Effect
size

Theta

Strength 15.98 ± 7.57 20.30 ± 8.33 0.009* −2.56 77.35 0.55

Clustering
coefficient

0.21 ± 0.09 0.26 ± 0.11 0.008* −2.55 76.23 0.55

Path length 2.75 ± 0.81 2.27 ± 0.65 0.003* 3.15 89.30 0.64

Alpha

Strength 11.85 ± 6.62 14.51 ± 6.13 0.051 −1.98 85.27 0.41

Clustering
coefficient

0.17 ± 0.08 0.20 ± 0.07 0.088 −1.72 87.24 0.36

Path length 3.29 ± 1.10 2.86 ± 0.87 0.038 2.11 89.44 0.42

Low-beta

Strength 6.93 ± 2.89 7.11 ± 2.61 0.753 −0.32 86.33 0.07

Clustering
coefficient

0.09 ± 0.04 0.09 ± 0.03 0.891 −0.14 86.84 0.02

Path length 5.49 ± 1.49 5.28 ± 1.39 0.490 0.69 85.10 0.15

High-beta

Strength 6.67 ± 2.40 6.23 ± 1.91 0.327 0.99 89.37 0.20

Clustering
coefficient

0.09 ± 0.03 0.08 ± 0.02 0.214 1.25 89.99 0.25

Path length 5.57 ± 1.49 5.75 ± 1.08 0.517 −0.65 89.98 0.13

*p < 0.01.
DF, degree of freedom.

For the global-level network, the PTSD patients showed reduced
strength and clustering coefficient, but increased path length
in theta frequency band (p < 0.01), compared with those

of the HCs. Tables 2, 3 summarize all statistical results
(e.g., mean and standard deviation, p-value, t-value, degree of
freedom, and effect size) for the task-specific both positive and
negative networks at global-level, regardless of their statistical
significances, respectively.

Significant differences of nodal-level network indices
between the PTSD patients and HCs were revealed only in
the task-specific positive network. For the positive network,
PTSD patients showed the significantly reduced nodal strengths
(cluster-p = 0.018) and nodal clustering coefficients (cluster-
p = 0.005), predominantly located in parieto-temporo-occipital
regions, in theta frequency band compared to those of
HCs. On the other hand, there was no significant difference
between PTSD patients and HCs in task-specific negative
network. Figure 3 depicts the statistical results of nodal-
level network indices based on t-values. Supplementary
Table 2 reports all statistical results (e.g., mean and standard
deviation, t-value, and effect size) of nodal-level network indices
between the two groups.

Relationships between the network
indices and psychiatric symptom
scores

Correlation analysis was conducted for all network indices
of global-and nodal-level for both positive and negative
networks. Note that the correlation analysis was performed for
both PTSD patients and HCs independently, but significant
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TABLE 3 All statistic results of global-level network indices for
negative network between two groups.

PTSD HCs p-value t-values DF Effect
size

Theta

Strength 9.04 ± 4.42 7.19 ± 2.93 0.019 2.41 89.14 0.48

Clustering
coefficient

0.13 ± 0.06 0.11 ± 0.04 0.065 1.89 89.97 0.38

Path length 4.06 ± 1.28 4.61 ± 1.39 0.055 −1.95 78.24 0.42

Alpha

Strength 16.38 ± 8.93 12.74 ± 3.02 0.075 1.81 76.64 0.39

Clustering
coefficient

0.22 ± 0.11 0.17 ± 0.12 0.083 1.76 76.75 0.38

Path length 2.83 ± 1.23 3.40 ± 1.17 0.028 −2.24 84.14 0.47

Low-beta

Strength 7.40 ± 2.98 7.35 ± 3.02 0.937 0.08 81.53 0.02

Clustering
coefficient

0.10 ± 0.04 0.10 ± 0.04 0.770 0.29 80.98 0.06

Path length 5.22 ± 1.31 5.18 ± 1.14 0.889 0.14 87.41 0.03

High-beta

Strength 7.37 ± 2.46 6.83 ± 2.32 0.284 1.08 84.52 0.23

Clustering
coefficient

0.10 ± 0.03 0.09 ± 0.03 0.133 1.52 85.31 0.32

Path length 5.15 ± 1.27 5.42 ± 1.34 0.335 −0.97 79.48 0.21

DF, degree of freedom.

relationships were observed only in PTSD patients. In the case
of the global-level, there was no significant relationship between
the symptom scores and network indices. For the nodal-level,
significant relationships were revealed only in the positive
network. In the theta frequency band, significantly negative
correlations were observed between the nodal clustering
coefficients of five brain regions (left superior temporal, left
supari marginal, left and right lingual, and right isthmus
cingulate) and IES-R. Moreover, the clustering coefficients of left
superior temporal were correlated with depression (BDI) and
anxiety symptom scores (BAI), respectively (Figure 4).

Discussion

In this study, we investigated the altered cortical network
characteristics related to the declined cognitive function of
PTSD patients by using EEG recorded during performing a
simple auditory cognitive task. The PTSD patients showed
diminished spectral powers around P300 periods and disrupted
network characteristics (reduced strength and clustering
coefficient, and prolonged path length) in theta frequency band,
compared with those of the HCs. Moreover, the PTSD patients
displayed disrupted network indices in specific brain regions
for task-specific positive networks. The nodal strengths and
nodal clustering coefficients of PTSD patients were significantly
reduced in theta frequency band compared with those of the

FIGURE 3

Comparison of the nodal network indices (strength and
clustering coefficient) between the post-traumatic stress
disorder (PTSD) patients and healthy controls (HCs) in all
frequency bands for each positive and negative network. Spatial
distribution is described using normalized t-values (range: –1 to
1) between two groups for each nodal network index and each
frequency band. Blue color means the significantly reduced
nodal network values in PTSD patients compared to HCs.

HCs. We also observed the significant relationships between the
nodal clustering coefficients of the task-specific positive network
and psychiatric symptom scores (IES-R, BDI, and BAI) in theta
band. The distinct brain network characteristics associated
with the psychiatric symptoms of PTSD patients can provide
neurophysiologically meaningful information to improve the
understanding of the neuropathology related to PTSD.

Interestingly, in this study, distinct disease-specific
network patterns were revealed when using only task-specific
enhanced connectomes. It is obvious that, compared with
the baseline, significantly enhanced functional connections
were observed during cognitive processing, but no diminished
connection was detected (42, 43). Therefore, most previous
studies, which have investigated the neuronal characteristics
of psychiatric disorders, have focused on investigating the
enhanced connectomes during cognitive processing compared
with the baseline rather than investigating the diminished
connectomes (44, 45). For example, schizophrenia patients
showed significantly fewer enhanced connections than
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FIGURE 4

Relationships between the symptom scores [Impact Event Scale-Revised (IES-R), Back’s Depression Inventory (BDI), and Back’s Anxiety
Inventory (BAI)] and nodal clustering coefficient in theta frequency band in the post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) patients. The clustering
coefficient of each patient has significantly negative correlations with symptom scores.

healthy individuals when processing cognitive tasks (44).
Additionally, these patients are inefficient in creating the
enhanced connections needed to appropriately process
cognitive tasks, leading to the impaired cognitive function.
Therefore, our study is in line with the results from
previous studies in that the significant results were only
observed when using the enhanced (positive) connectomes.
Moreover, since there has been no study investigating
the disrupted enhanced connections in PTSD patients
during processing cognitive tasks, our study provides a
better understanding of the pathology of the impaired
cognitive function in PTSD patients by investigating

the functional network indices based on task-specific
increased connectomes.

To date, most studies have investigated the impaired
cognitive function in PTSD patients by using simple ERP
characteristics, such as reduced amplitudes and prolonged
latencies, which can provide neurophysiologically meaningful
information (e.g., how fewer brain resources are allocated to
cognitive processing or how slow processing speed is in PTSD
patients) (46). However, such fragmentary information obtained
from simple time-series ERP traits would be insufficient to fully
comprehend the neuronal mechanisms involved in the
cognitive function occurring during complex systematic
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interactions based on the network structure (19). Moreover,
simple ERP studies tend to overlook the frequency-domain
information that can represent the impaired cognition-related
psychopathology of PTSD. For example, it has been well
documented that PTSD patients show altered theta patterns
during the resting-state even though neurophysiological
findings are still controversial [enhanced (47) vs. diminished
(48, 49) theta power]. Nevertheless, a reliable consensus has
been reached that the theta oscillation is closely related to
cognitive functions, such as attention and memory processing
(50–53). Therefore, insightful information can be obtained by
investigating the unique network characteristics along with
frequency-domain information to have a better understanding
of the impaired cognitive mechanism in PTSD patients.
Indeed, in this study, the PTSD patients showed abnormal
theta frequency information in terms of both total power
(reduced spectral power) and network indices (weaker
strength, lower clustering coefficient, and prolonged path
length) covering the whole-brain during simple attention
processing, as compared with those of the HCs. In line with
previous studies, PTSD patients cannot allocate enough
brain resource to boost spectral power of theta frequency
band during task as compared to HCs. Moreover, the weaker
strength and lower clustering coefficient indicate that the
connections between specific brain regions are loose, and the
prolonged path length indicates that the processing speed
is slower in PTSD patients than in HCs. Consequently,
this impairment in brain networks hinder the appropriate
cognitive processing, leading to the impaired cognitive function
in PTSD patients.

In terms of brain regional view, the PTSD patients
showed significantly reduced nodal clustering coefficients
of task-specific positive network in theta frequency band,
dominantly located in parieto-temporo-occipital regions such
as superior temporal, parahippocampal gyrus, lingual gyrus,
etc., compared with those of the HCs. Particularly, temporal
regions are generally involved in cognition-related information
processing, especially memory processing (54). In addition,
the parahippocampal gyrus is known to be a bridge region
in the information-processing pathway from the temporal
areas to the hippocampus regarding the memory process
(encoding and retrieval) (51). Accordingly, the diminished
theta clustering coefficients of the PTSD patients in those of
brain regions implied that both the bridge of the memory
pathway and the direct memory related regions do not properly
work in PTSD patients, finally resulting in the impaired
cognitive function. Furthermore, negative correlations were
revealed between the nodal clustering coefficients in several
regions (isthmus cingulate, lingual, superior temporal, and
supra marginal) in theta frequency band and the symptom
scores (IES-R for the degrees of stress from the trauma-
related events, BDI for depression symptoms, and BAI for
anxiety), respectively. The correlation results imply that nodal

clustering coefficients of the brain regions get lower as the
degree of psychiatric symptoms increases. These results indicate
that parieto-temporo-occipital network is more altered in
severe PTSD patients as compared to those of relatively
intact patients, leading to poorer attention processing of
severe PTSD patients.

There are three main limitations to the present study.
First, since all recruited PTSD patients were on medication, we
could not control the compounding effects from medications.
Second, even though we controlled for other psychiatric illness,
we did not control for comorbid depression. Third, although
demographic data were statistically matched between two
groups, the number of participants was unbalanced between two
participant groups.

Conclusion

Although the impaired cognitive function is accounted
as an important symptom in PTSD patients, the related
brain networks have not been investigated before. We first
attempted to explore the brain networks related to impaired
cognitive function in PTSD patients by using a simple auditory
oddball task and finally identified the modified brain-network
characteristics in PTSD patients compared with HCs. PTSD
patients showed disrupted whole-brain network indices (lower
strength and clustering coefficient and prolonged path length)
in theta frequency band, compared with those of the HCs.
Moreover, diminished nodal clustering coefficients in theta
band were discovered in parieto-temporo-occipital regions, and
decreased nodal clustering coefficients of the parieto-temporo-
occipital regions were found to have significant relationships
with the psychiatric symptom scores. The presented results
enhance the understanding of the impaired cognitive pathology
in PTSD patients by revealing the altered brain-networks
characteristics and thereby present the network indices as
promising biomarkers of PTSD.
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